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Just As The Islamic State (ISIL) Gets Exposed As A
Fake US Enemy, A “Wag the Dog” Terrorist Attack
in Paris?
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With information just breaking that the United States has been air dropping arms, food and
medical supplies to Islamic State of Iraq and Levant (ISIL) forces in Iraq, supposedly the
world’s latest terrorist enemy on steroids, what has been suspected all along is now being
confirmed.

To add fuel to the fire, this news comes just as warmonger Senator McCain got busted for
secretly  and  illegally  entering  Syria  to  meet  with  ISIL  to  coordinate  strategy  on  that
warfront.

Clearly the ISIL is an ally to the US government in both Iraq and Syria. The command
headquarters operating out of the US Embassy in Baghdad has been overseeing the US
military  airdrops  of  war  supplies  to  our  purported  latest  enemy  in  various  provinces
throughout Iraq. Back in October the US lied about an accidental dropping of supplies that
went to the Islamic State jihadists instead of to the Kurds. The strategy in Iraq is to prolong
the “war” against  ISIL  in  order to ensure that  permanent US military bases there get
established, something recently deposed Iraqi President Maliki refused. It wasn’t so much
Maliki’s poor leadership that spearheaded persecution and killing of so many Sunnis during
his reign of terror that caused Washington to finally pull the plug on him. It was his kicking
Americans out of his country entirely at the end of 2011 that brought his US orchestrated
removal from power several months ago.

Just as the US Empire created al Qaeda and Osama bin Laden back in the 80’s to finish off
the Russians in Afghanistan, then backed al Qaeda’s ethnic cleansing of Serbs in Kosovo and
Bosnia,  paving  the  way  for  bin  Laden  to  play  the  heavy  in  collusion  by  Saudi-Israeli
assistance to pull  off the coup d’etat of the century on 9/11, it  all  became false pretext to
wage permanent war on terror. Now that the US government has torn the Middle East
asunder into multiple war ravaged failed states, with these latest revelations coming out of
Iraq, the US cover has been completely blown – ISIL turns out to be just another axis-of-evil
Empire creation by the US-Israeli-Saudi governments. Based on these latest on the ground
accounts  filtering  in  through  Iranian  and  Iraqi  intelligence  sources,  those  previous  reports
from months  ago  on  how the  United  States  was  covertly  financing  and  training  this  “new
and improved” brand of Islamic State terrorism again created by the US turns out to be
absolutely true.

Like al Qaeda in the 1990’s Balkans, ISIL is the latest US mercenary terror on the ground
fighting the US proxy war in Syria against Bashir al Assad’s forces and then seven months
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ago when ISIL invaded Iraq, it created the perfect excuse to deploy once again US troops on
the ground in Iraq, remove former US puppet Melawi, set the stage for balkanizing Iraq into
three  separate  entities  (Kurds,  Shiites  and  Sunnis)  and  fight  a  fake  war  against  ISIL  long
enough to regain a military foothold in the country while following through with the overall
longtime agenda to thoroughly destabilize the entire region.

And then with the menace of ISIL committing ethnic cleansing of Christians and moderate
Moslems in both Iraq and Syria, the US once again masterminded another thinly veiled
excuse for air strikes on Syrian soil, something Obama was not allowed to do the year
before with the chemical weapons false flag. Of course instead of taking out ISIL, in recent
months both Israeli and US military air strikes have been destroying Syria’s infrastructure,
taking out oil refineries and food storage silos that hurt the Syrian people, not the supposed
enemy ISIL.

In reaction to last September’s international spectacle of the ISIL beheadings of American
and British  journalists,  which have been speculated to  be fake,  President  Obama was
grandstanding  with  his  usual  self-righteous  acting  job,  pretending  to  be  enraged  and
shocked by the latest US made Frankenstein monster, vowing to chase the latest declared
enemy down,root them out and destroy them, wherever they may be, in both Iraq and Syria.
Now we all  know it  was more theater,  the imperial  wizard behind the Empire  curtain
mimicking his rehearsed lines on the international stage, indignantly placating the world as
a  wannabe  good  guy.  Seems  that  everything  our  commander-in-chief  utters  is  fake,
disingenuous  and  for  show  only.  If  in  fact  the  US  truly  wanted  to  defeat  ISIL,  with
technological capacity and precision as the world’s most powerful killing machine, within a
month the US could easily locate and destroy ISIL forces.

Long ago even prior to 9/11 the neocon game plan still being acted out today was to wreak
havoc  in  the  Middle  East  and  North  Africa,  taking  down  one  regime  after  the  next,
plundering  oil  r ich  lands  for  Exxon,  Shell  and  BP,  carving  up  and  devising
chessboard  pipelines  to  Europe  while  isolating  and  cutting  off  Russia  and  Iran  oil  and  gas
routes, waging the blood for oil conquest for global hegemony at the murderous expense of
the darker skinned human population that happens to be Moslem.

Using  terrorist  mercenaries  comes  in  handy  to  fight  US  Empire’s  proxy  wars  where  bulk
deployment  of  more American troop invasions  from a war-weary  nation  would  not  be
tolerated. So 1400 US military “advisors” to coordinate the fake war against ISIL in Iraq also
becomes the flimsy excuse to go after Syria after all. Taking down Assad in Syria is still the
flimsy excuse to then go after Iran,  the final  Middle East conquest.  Of course taking down
Iran remains the ever so worn out excuse to also go after cold war enemy Russia [again].
This deceptive strategy and bottom line agenda masquerades as the actual US presence
throughout the Middle East. Only by now the world is onto US Empire aggression. The
humanitarian rhetoric of lies will no longer work as that game hand’s been played too many
times before. No one will be fooled any more, not even the Americans.

Notice how every time the US government is about to be fully exposed in another boldface
lie, this one being that ISIL is our sworn enemy, another wag the dog “terrorist” incident
suddenly comes along to divert world attention. This time it was three heavily armed and
trained gunmen in  Paris  attacking the office of  the French satire  magazine Charlie  Hebdo,
tragically killing twelve people. Of course like the US, France is notorious for arming and
funding al Qaeda terrorists. The French foreign minister just accompanied McCain to Syria in
their meeting with the ISIL “enemy” there. Questions of speculation over the government’s
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potential involvement in another false flag are being raised.

Not  only  does  the  attack  temporarily  take  the  heat  off  another  sinister  US  foible  being
unraveled, it also gives strength to the war on terror, pumping up the rationale for creating
yet more anti-terror laws, more totalitarian oppression in the name of national security and
more anti-Moslem hatred around the globe. Though today’s attackers were French citizens,
the anti-immigration and anti-Islam sentiment raging throughout the Western nations seems
ready  to  boil  over.  All  this  of  course  conflict  and  violence  is  just  what  the  oligarchs  have
ordered, using their age old winning formula of divide and conquer, always to blind people
into hating and blaming other groups as scapegoats. The latest current events sweeping the
headlines are part of the banking cabal’s design to create war, destabilize and destroy
nations and economies and impoverish, kill and reduce the global population.
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